Directions to the MRI Department
From Registration

- Make a left out of the registration room
- Make a left when you enter the main lobby
- Go up the ramp, around the corner to the E wing elevators. (the first set of elevators in the alcove on your right)
- Push the button to go down to the Ground Level (G) in the elevator.
- Make a left and follow the MRI signs past the waiting room on your left.
- Walk up the ramp with the railing and into the MRI department. Please sign in.
Directions from MRI
To Main Lobby

• Come out of MRI walk down the ramp make a left and go past the waiting room on your right to the elevators.

• Take the elevators to the second floor.

• Make a right off the elevator and a quick left

• Go down the ramp to the main lobby area.